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INTRODUCTION

THIS is the second year for this somewhat unique type of circle program —
one in which you, as a member, are in partnership with the leader in bringing

about a lively study session on the mission theme for the year. Target for this

year’s study is the Indian American.

So that you can do your part, you, the member, are being given homework
to do in advance. It isn’t a great deal — just to digest the few pages here

tagged for home reading, plus any outside reading you care to do. Then
come to the meeting prepared to take part along the lines suggested for

cooperative activity.

It is assumed that some one person will be in charge of each circle program,

either a different one each time or one person for the whole series. Such a

person will take care to order in advance the materials to supplement the

study — the Friendship Press books cited here and other materials listed in

Tools for Missionary Education 1955-56. (All are available from Presbyterian

Distribution Service centers.) The leader will also make all necessary arrange-

ments, including advance assignments, and preside at the meeting.

Suggestions for the actual circle meetings, found at the end of each section,

are intended to be flexible — you can adjust them to the size of the group

and time available. A “conversation hour” (of about fifteen minutes), where

each member has something to say, is incorporated into each session, and from

home reading, each member will know in advance what she is expected to

contribute. In addition to conversation hours, each “this you do together”

section has suggestions for a more formal presentation. One leads into the

other, when there is time for a complete program. When there is not, you

can make a choice. Also, smaller groups can cut down on the number of

women asked to take special assignments.

What you glean through these Conversations on Indian Americans will

be just a drop in the bucket compared to what there is to know on this

fascinating subject, but it should serve to touch off your interest. The sessions

are frankly geared to non-Indian persons for whom the whole subject is new —
although it is expected that many Indian church women will be using them
too. Let it be hoped that these conversation pieces will stimulate you to do

other reading, so that at the end of the five sessions you will begin to feel

a great deal closer than you presently do to your friend and fellow Christian,

the Indian American.
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PART 1

PRESENTING

THE INDIAN AMERICAN

THIS YOU READ AT HOME

As a starter for our series, it might be good to find out how well we
know the Indian American today.

Most of us have some point of contact with the Indian American in

our background — we live in a place with an Indian name, or we have

nostalgic recollections of some of the Indian epics of American literature,

or we’ve seen Indians, picturesque in jewelry and hand-woven blankets,

on trips across the country. (If we have young fry, we’ve seen almost

too many Indians on television or cinemascopic movies.)

The question is: How deep does our acquaintanceship go?

A Presbyterian Pima-Papago pastor of some prominence tells the

story of going to a California church to conduct the evening service.

Sitting down front before time to begin, he was presently joined by a

family group. One of them, a small boy of energetic years, began to

ply him with questions about “that Indian” who was to be speaker for

the evening. “Do you think he’ll wear feathers?” the boys asked eagerly.

“Will he have paint on his face” An expression of mixed astonishment

and incredulity crossed the boy’s face when the tall black-haired man,

in neat blue suit and white shirt, rose and went to the pulpit.

This same minister (the Rev. Roe B. Lewis, teacher at Cook Christian

Training School and pastor of a Phoenix church) reports that the ex-

perience is not at all uncommon; many Americans ask similar unin-

formed questions. Another Indian passes on the fact that his barber

once said to him, “You mean there really are Indians still around today?

I thought we killed them all off.”

As a Christian, and a church woman long associated with Indians

through mission programs, you are not apt to fall into any such trap,

Still, we would be less than honest if we were not to concede that the
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Indian American, 1955-56, is a somewhat hazy picture in our minds

and that there are many blanks left to fill in. Even if we were to put

ourselves out on a limb by saying, “But I do know about Indians,” the

question would have to be asked: What Indians? Because there is no

one “typical” Indian American these days, but many differing persons

of Indian blood, at different stages of relationship to ordinary American

life. If you were to try to compare notes with somebody else, on the

basis of personal familiarity, you might very likely end up like the

six blind men who tried, separately, to describe an elephant by touch,

after feeling respectively the trunk, the tusk, the tail, the ear, the leg,

and the side.

What we are doing here, as “warm-up” for the coming circle meeting,

might be considered as play-backs of specific conversations with indi-

vidual Indian Americans — some that the writer took part in, and some

that were reported to her. They should serve to introduce you to a few

real people and their problems.

The Rev. Joaquin Lopez is the first person we meet. A smallish,

olding man, Mr. Lopez has a bronzed weathered face on which the

years have written arresting lines of character. He is ranking Presby-

terian minister on the Papago Reservation in southern Arizona, and

he fives in a little frame house near Vamori with his wife and family.

To get to know Mr. Lopez and his running mate, Elmer Wellington,

Pima minister of the Papago church at Sells, you will need infinite

patience and the ability to laugh at yourself. At first their reserve baffles

you. A question brings dead silence, while time sifts through for sorting

out an answer that isn’t just words. Accustomed as you are to the give

and take of small-talk, you fidget and push out useless words to fill in

the gaps. But your very awkwardness wrings from you grudging respect

for a type of poise superior to the American practice of empty patter.

When you finish, you know you have been “talking to an Indian.”

Tom Segundo is also a Papago Indian, but of a different type.

He can talk eloquently on any matter pertaining to what he feels to

be injustice toward the Papago tribe. Segundo worked in a shipyard

in California during World War II and returned to become within a

year the youngest (aged 26) council chairman ever to be elected by

his tribe. During his term, he fought vigorously to try to get through

Congress plans for improved irrigation, grazing, and chances for edu-

cation and jobs off the reservation. In the old days Indians seeking the
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help of the Great White Father in Washington used to appear in full

feather regalia, speaking through translators. Tom Segundo, young,

intelligent, aggressive, wore neat business suits and fearlessly tackled

top brass officials behind mahogany desks. A year or so ago, Segundo

left home to go to Chicago and study law, explaining that he wanted

to be better equipped to carry on the battle for Indian recognition

in a white world. Today, he lives as an ordinary citizen, of Indian origin,

in an ordinary city.

Tom Begay is a Navaho — at least, that could be his name,

although the people who talked to him one evening on the rim of

Canyon de Chelly, on the Navaho Reservation, never did learn it. A
stocky young man in blue jeans and Navaho headband, he climbed

out of the canyon on foot. In halting English he explained that he had

fought in the war and returned home afterward, to eke out a living

by farming a scrap of land on the canyon floor. Of his war experience,

he said, “We’re tough. Lots of times on a long march, the men couldn’t

get a bath or change socks every day. We Indians got along O.K.”

Somebody asked him about the cliff dweller’s house in the canyon

wall where, according to Navaho legend, grows a pumpkin vine that

no man must ever see at pain of displeasing the Great Spirit. “If no

man has ever seen it, how do you know it exists?” one of the party

asked sagely. Tom replied with dignity. “You no know Jesus — but

you know.”

John Perry, a radio and television singer who lives in the State

of Washington, sang one Sunday in the small Indian church near the

Indian TB hospital at Tacoma. Afterwards, he told a couple of us

about his work and spoke with pride of a son embarked on a success-

ful career in New York. At that same service, two women from the

Tuscarora Reservation in New York, also visiting, were asked to give

greetings. Simply dressed in summer cottons and becoming hats, they

spoke warmly and interestingly about their church experiences on the

reservation back home, including work of the women’s organization.

Neither visitor was a novelty for the little church, a drop-in point for

Indians anywhere in the vicinity.

The Rev. Esau Joseph, a Pima Indian from Sacaton, Arizona, is

charming and intelligent and quick to see a joke. Two of us taped an

interview with him, while he was East, about the Pima way of life

and his church work there. At one point someone said, “Hm,” after
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he finished a comment. “You sound more like an Indian than I do!”

laughed Mr. Joseph.

Ruben Feather Earrings, a Dakota, and his family live in an

ordinary, rather humble farmhouse on a bit of Montana farm land.

Recently when oil was discovered thereabouts, individual Indian land-

owners started to lease their land to oil companies and collect oil lease

money regularly. A 1954 issue of Life gave some idea of the effect of

so drastic a change. Some hurried to buy long-coveted comforts like

good cars and home freezers. Some took to the nearest bar. Ruben,

a Presbyterian elder, took a more lasting course; he bought up new
farm equipment, with an eye to farm improvement.

Dark-haired Beulah Melvin, featured in a January story in

Presbyterian Life, comes from the bleak Navaho Reservation but looks

quite like an ordinary co-ed. She attended the Presbyterian Church

at Fort Defiance and, in days before the streamlined plan of educa-

tion for Navahos, attended high school in California by living with

family friends. She is the first Navaho student to bridge the gap be-

tween the picturesque rock formations of the lonely Arizona plateau

and the high canyons of the Ramard college campus in New York City.

Frances Crawford, a Dakota, is a college student at Huron College

in Huron, South Dakota, a fairly unique distinction. Writing to a good

friend, Frances expressed the surge of satisfaction she was feeling as

graduation grew close. “When I was a freshman,” she recalled, "I dis-

liked school for various reasons and got so discouraged that I just didn’t

do a thing in grades. Now I am anxious to get the work made up, so I

can graduate.” What she was too kind to say was that college was
rough going at first — the sudden plunge into a strange world was
almost unbearably difficult. In spite of problems, she is deep in plans for

boosting youth activities in her church. With youthful impatience, she

ends, “I surely wish I could do something worthwhile right now.”

Alice Maloney, National Missions expert on Indian affairs, has talked

with Indian Americans of many types. On some occasions she has had
to make friends through smiles and gesticulations because she didn’t

understand their language or they, hers. Rut it was a Laguna Pueblo

woman who told her about the valet service on fast transcontinental

trains, a remarkably sophisticated bit of knowledge. Miss Maloney has

visited Presbyterian Paiute Indian families in California who live in

modem pumice-stone houses with picture windows and up-to-date
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kitchens, and she has also shivered in a canvas tent in November when

making a home visit to a Presbyterian Ute Indian in southwestern

Colorado.

Anna, in The King and I, sang of the fun of “getting to know you.”

In beginning to think ahead of what you might say about the Indian

American at the coming circle meeting, why don’t you start to count

all the little facts that add up to “getting to know you.” (Remember

how many Presbyterian women wore squaw skirts at the Purdue

National Meeting?) Begin also to think of the tremendous contribu-

tions the Indian American has made to the beauty and comfort of

American life. In his book, The Gift Is Rich, E. Russell Carter points

out that the little group of New England settlers, “clinging frantically

to the small threads of life, that first year at Plymouth,” would not have

survived without the help of the Indian. He also says that spiritually the

Indian continues “in his quiet, consecrated way, to contribute to the

society in which he lives from his deep wells of spiritual resources and

power. The Indians are a small island in a broad sea, less than 400,000

among 150,000,000 people, and their influence is indicative of the

amazing power possible for a few among many.”*

At each of the circle meetings, there will be a time for conversation,

when each member will have a chance to contribute the facts she has

acquired.

Personal Devotions (for home use)

(Note: Pointers for home meditation are included in each section for

home reading with the thought that each member would like to turn her

meditations toward a common prayer object, during the circle study.

One of the saddest characters of Biblical history is the rich young

ruler who turned back, afraid, from the chance to step out boldly into

a new kind of living through faith in Christ. (Matthew 9:16-22)

Few of us are free from the chains of the familiar which — psycho-

logically and sociologically — make us hold back from untried experi-

ences and, more tragically, from new acquaintanceships. Pray for the

will to push out beyond known horizons, in humility and Christian faith.

THIS YOU DO TOGETHER (the circle meeting program)

I. Advance Planning

The leader will need to alert certain members to read sections of

* New York: Friendship Press, 1955. Used by permission.
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The Gift Is Rich. Home reading of Convebsahons will serve to prime

individual circle members for the part each is expected to play in

the meeting.

II. Worship — based upon man's deep need to worship

Ask members to bring Bibles; go around the circle, each one reading

one passage which seems to her to have particular kinship with the

spiritual and creative qualities of the Indian American, described in

The Gift Is Rich. For example: Genesis 1; “nature” psalms as Psalms

8, 19, 24, 95, 136: 1-9; John 10:10.

Use part of A Dakota Prayer (Chapter 7, The Gift Is Rich). Con-

clude with prayer that God has revealed himself fully in the life of

Christ to all who truly worship him.

III. Conversation Hour

This is a “time for talk,” when each member is expected to contribute.

First conversation hour is aimed at “getting to know” today’s Indian

American.

Open with questions. This is a different kind of quiz, where nobody

need mind mistakes because the object is to find out what we don’t

know. No answers are given, but most facts are in the year’s mission

study books. Run through the quiz, quickly, just as a warm-up.

1. How many Indians are there in America today? About what pro-

portion live on reservations? How many five off reservations?

2. Have Indians the right to vote?

3. What is meant by “Indian wardship”? Does it still exist?

4. Are Indian names any different from other American names?

5. Are Indian young men subject to draft?

6. Do all Indian children attend school? Do compulsory education

laws apply to them? Child labor laws?

7. What is the Indian religion, or religions? Are there many Indian

Christians?

8. Is it true that Indians have been incredibly mistreated? Are they

today?

Follow with a series of “first person singular” facts about Indians.

Spread out a large map of the United States and let each person place

a mark or a pin to show some firsthand experience she has had with

Indian lore or personalities. It need not be extraordinary, like a visit to
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an Indian reservation. It may be simply that piece of Indian pottery

that came from a cousin in Oklahoma, or a typically Indian ornament

and where it came from, or an article about Navahos in a popular

magazine. Some members may cite Indians mentioned above. The

objective is to see how large a personalized map can be evolved;

results may be surprising.

IV. Main Feature of the Program

Use a bit of role-playing or drama to bring out the points mentioned

in the first five chapters of The Gift Is Rich — that food, growing

methods, ingenious tools, picturesque figures of spech — all these

things and many more are inherited from the Indian American. Let

each member who has shared in the reading be a spokesman for one

area (as food or shelter). Stage a friendly debate as to which has

made the most important contribution, using facts from Carter to back

up statements.

V. Thirty (This applies to any or every meeting.)

Finish off with refreshments drawn from Indian food fare — pumpkin
pie, coffee, and “fried bread” (use raised doughnuts), popcorn, and

the like.
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PART 2

THE INDIAN AMERICAN

Jlk IN PERSPECTIVE

THIS YOU READ AT HOME

Presbyterian work among Indians has been going on for more than

two hundred years, ever since Azariah Horton, the first Presbyterian

missionary in Colonial times, was named to work among the Indians

of eastern Long Island.

In those early days, the Presbyterian Church, along with its fellow

ecclesiastical pioneers, was more mission-minded than it has ever been

before or since. Its leaders realized that religious life would never thrive

in this country unless special pains were taken to plant it here. They

worked tirelessly to see that preachers would be found for the new

settlements springing up on the ever-westward-moving frontier. At the

same time, their missionary zeal would not let them neglect the spiritual

health of the people who had been found living here when the men

bent on settling the new land first arrived.

When the first Standing Committee of Missions was formed by the

General Assembly in 1802, it was given a threefold job: to spread the

gospel “among the destitute inhabitants on our frontiers, among the

blacks, and among the savage tribes on our borders.” With considerable

shift in emphasis, toward a recognition of the brotherhood of all men,

the Indian American has been an object of mission interest ever since.

In his fascinating book. Within Two Worlds, a major resource for

the 1955-56 Indian study, author David M. Cory rightly points out the

importance of seeing present-day problems in the perspective of his-

tory. He devotes considerable space to tracing the origins and trends of

mission work among Indian tribes.

For Presbyterians who took part in the 1952 Sesquicentennial cele-

bration, which marked the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of the

founding of the Standing Committee of Missions, seeing work through
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the telescope of history should come readily. Names, like David

Brainerd, Gideon Blackburn, and Marcus Whitman that make up the

colorful chronicle of work among Indians, are still fresh in Presbyterian

memory. Highlights, quickly reviewed here, will be recalled from

Presbyterian Panorama or the well-remembered motion picture, And

Now Tomorrow.

Historical Highlights

From the beginning Presbyterian mission work has been character-

ized by an intense concern for the general welfare of the Indian Amer-

ican as well as his spiritual well-being. The first charge given to a

Presbyterian missionary among the Indians admonished him to carry

the gospel and the arts of civilized life” to the Cherokees. This was to

the Rev. Gideon Blackburn, appointed in 1803 to work in Georgia and

Tennessee. To carry out his instructions, Blackburn promptly started

up a school with seven Cherokee children in the first class. You will

recall from And Now Tomorrow the dramatic scene where he relin-

quished his post in the frontier militia to stick by his preaching and

teaching.

In another pioneer territory, this time Ohio, the Rev. James Hughes

undertook in 1813 to “teach the arts of agriculture and other branches

of practical knowledge” to the Wyandots. And in 1833, when the western

movement of Indians was well under way, a group of missionaries was

sent beyond the Mississippi to work among the Wea Indians with in-

structions to teach since “no people . . . can become intelligent Christians

without the benefits of such a degree of education, as may enable them

to read the Bible and other useful books, and by this means profitably

to instruct their children; and no people can be expected to become

pious, and educated, and exemplary Christians, who follow the wander-

ing, predatory habits, to which the aborigines of our Country have

been accustomed.”*

Caught up in simple Christian concern for the man beneath the

headdress, the early missionary undertook valiantly to extend his

services to the full limit of the requirements of the Christian gospel.

Marcus Whitman, Christian layman and doctor from near Ithaca, New
York, risked and eventually lost his life to carry his medical skill to the

Indians of the Northwest.

* Foreign Missionary Chronicle, January, 1834, pp. 148, 149; quoted in Presby-

terian Panorama, by Clifford Merrill Drury, pp. 47-48.
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Many times, during the years of missionary history in the making,

churchmen of considerable moral courage found themselves standing

by, in helplessness and misery, while the incoming waves of white

settlers usurped the rightful homes of the Indians. But the men and

women of the church were not the type to give up. They followed as

the Indians were scattered around as though by a gigantic egg beater

and ruthlessly pushed into areas beyond any known settlements —

after centuries of moving only at will when the other side of the forest

looked better for hunting or grazing. They knew that the hostility of

an uprooted people was apt to explode and that the Indians would

take out their anger on the nearest white man. Theirs was the task of

coping with the offshoots of Indian-white dealings — the loss of free-

dom, contentment, and incentive, and the aftermath of spiritual poverty

and hopelessness, as a proud people saw their customs and culture

swallowed up or overridden.

Heroes on Horseback

The story of Samuel Worcester epitomizes all this. Worcester, who

followed Gideon Blackburn in Tennessee, was on hand to oppose the

government’s intention to move out the Cherokee tribe. He protested

so violently in fact that he was thrown into jail. Finally released, he

doggedly stayed with the Cherokees, traveling with them then- “Trail

of Tears” into Oklahoma in 1838, to work among them for the rest

of his life.

Devotion to the cause of Christ, concern for the welfare of the Indian,

infinite patience, and courage in crisis are blended in the Dakota saga.

Feature players in that heroic chapter were the Williamsons, the Ponds,

and the Riggses. (Sons succeeded fathers in the work, and John P.

Williamson, who retired in 1898, completed sixty-three years of com-

bined service for himself and his father.) In 1835, the original party

set out for the Minnesota wilderness with the goal of translating the

Bible into Dakota, so that the Indians could read it in their own tongue.

At first they could only work with the aid of a half-French Indian,

translating painfully from English to French and then into Dakota.

Eventually they mastered the Dakota language and finished the task.

The dramatic climax of their work came after many years. In 1862,

the Dakotas, angered by the encroachments and blunders of the white

man, arose and massacred between three and four hundred settlers.

In retaliation four hundred Indians were imprisoned at Mankato and
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Fort Snelling. John P. Williamson stalwartly set about to preach to

the captives, even though it meant an uncertain reception and a bitter

walk of twenty-eight miles, in cold weather, each week. Amazingly,

the Dakotas, almost untouched by missionary effort in all those years, re-

sponded with appreciation for the Church’s loyalty in time of trouble. A
blaze of religious conversions capped many long years of unrewarded

toil.

Not long after these events, a humble little man of similar devotion

to duty was making ready to set out from Chicago in answer to an army

officer’s plea, seen in a religious paper, for missionary work in Arizona.

Charles H. Cook, pastor of a German church in Chicago, had in zeal

what he lacked in resources. Paying $30 for a melodeon out of his

meager funds, he headed West and signed up as a teacher on the

Pima Reservation at $1,000 a year, to have bread and butter while he

purveyed the Christian message. True, his pupils learned English with

a German accent; that they also learned from him the love of God is

evidenced by the fact that in the years that have passed since Cook

set foot in Arizona, the Pima Indians have become almost entirely

Christianized.

To achieve both spiritual zest and help in practical terms is a goal to

which many a Presbyterian missionary has aspired. The Rev. Henry H.

Spalding, who with his wife accompanied Marcus and Narcissa Whit-

man to the Northwest, tried by patient example to show Nez Perce

Indians the civilian arts of grazing and agriculture. Driven out by the

Whitman massacre, he returned many years later to conduct a brilliant

preaching mission among his beloved friends of the Nez Perce tribe.

The 1947 Roard of National Missions Report noted that “out of the

original work among Nez Perce Indians in Idaho have grown the

missions among six other tribes in the Northwest, most of them founded

by Nez Perce evangelists and ministers pioneering among these other

tribes.”

Recent Highpoints

One of the last tribes to be reached was the Navaho, largest of all.

So isolated and vast was its reservation that it was 1901 before a group

of six Presbyterians set out to explore its mission possibilities. They
were warmly welcomed by the trader, Don Lorenzo Hubbell, who
encouraged the start of missionary work. The Rev. Charles Rierkemper

shortly set up a tiny mission and later a schoolhouse. A few years after-
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ward Ganado’s first medical missionary arrived, to begin an earnest

attack on the multitudinous ills of the Navaho, complicated by the

superstition of the medicine man. In the intervening years the Ganado

Mission, combining school, church, and hospital, grew to one of the

largest under Presbyterian aegis, one of seven Presbyterian missions

among the Navahos.

Presbyterians today, wondering how far their responsibility toward

the Indian American should carry them, should look to the story of

Dirk Lay. A missionary in Arizona, Dr. Lay took over Charles H.

Cook’s work among the Pimas and promptly took to heart the Indian’s

crucial water problem — crops stood withering under the scorching

sun, and land deprived of water yielded only a bare living. Lay em-

barked on an energetic campaign to get Congress to approve a new
dam: he sent out 44,000 appeals to churches; he enlisted the help of

the Christian Endeavor group (whose young members sent 10,000

wires to Congressmen); he called on church people to pray when the

bill became log-jammed in the House. His fight brought about the

Coolidge Dam.

Today’s convinced Christian has the same serious concern for the

mid-century problems of the Indian American and is tackling them

with the same multi-purpose of preaching the gospel and attending

to physical and social needs.

PERSONAL DEVOTIONS (for home use)

The hardest reality any of us has to face is to look back upon past

mistakes and sins and see how they carry over to after years. It is only

through the saving grace of God’s forgiving love that we can turn

our backs upon the past and look hopefully and with renewed determina-

tion to right doing, to the future. Scripture suggestions: Job (Job 19:

14-29; 42: 1-6, 10); Jacob (Genesis 25: 27-34; 27: 1-46; 35: 1-15); Jonah.

THIS YOU DO TOGETHER

I. Advance Planning

The leader should ask three members to read the historic sections of

Within Two Worlds: on economic problems, chapter 2; mission work,

chapter 9; on education, chapter 6. She can enlist two or three others

to browse through the parts of Presbyterian Panorama tracing the

development of Presbyterian work among Indian tribes. For a chrono-
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logical view, it is suggested passages be read in this order: 1802-1837:

pp. 58-62; 1838-1869: pp. 108-117, 139-148 (including chart); 1870-1923:

pp. 191-194; 1923-1951: pp. 290-299. A copy is probably either in the

church library or the pastor’s study, or one may be borrowed from the

Presbyterian Mission Library, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

It may also be purchased from the P. D. S.

Assign someone to talk to the minister or librarian, to unearth facts

about local Indian history.

II. Worship — based upon the transforming power of love

Scripture: Hebrews 11:1-3, 8-16.

From The Gift Is Rich use essay paragraph by Charles Joumeycake,

a Delaware; “I Am an Indian”; and “The Big Cypress,” all in Chapter 9.

In prayer, direct thoughts to the courage shown by Christian leaders

of the past and the fine spirit of reconciliation of certain Indian leaders;

pray for similar strength of conviction in meeting problems today.

III. Main Feature of the Program

Have a series of three-minute talks in which three women take part.

Each is to summarize her part of Within Two Worlds.

IV. Conversation Hour

During the Sesquicentennial, the Board of National Missions gave a

great pageant. Is It IP, in Madison Square Garden. Put yourselves in

the position of the group casting such a pageant, and suggest, giving

background facts, the Presbyterian missionaries to Indians you think

ought to be portrayed in it. If you know others that are not mentioned

here, add them, too. As a variation, suppose that this is to be a local

pageant and you will need information about the Indian tribes that

used to inhabit your locality, including mission activity if any. Be sure

each member has something to say.
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PART 3

THE INDIAN AMERICAN

A. IN TRANSITION

THIS YOU READ AT HOME

Alice Maloney, head of Presbyterian mission church work with

Indians, wrote the introduction to the basic study book, Within Two

Worlds, to summarize the most burning issues confronting the Indian

American. Now with permission of author and publisher, these prob-

lems, which call for prayerful concern by Presbyterian Christians today,

are briefly restated here.

I. "Termination Legislation," now passed or pending, which calls

for severance of the government’s historic control and supervision over

the Indian people.

Indians became wards of the government largely as the result of

agreements drawn up in the nineteenth century, when non-Indians

were moving westward and Indian tribes, bands, and groups were

being displaced from their traditional homes. Treaties were signed re-

serving certain lands and privileges for Indian people in return for

their willingness to discontinue warfare or to yield claim to their rights

to land, water, and other resources. The government also promised

certain services such as school facilities and health protection. On the

Navaho Reservation, for instance, the government assured a school-

house and a teacher for every thirty Navaho children of school age.

Unfortunately, we the people of the United States have not always

lived up to our treaty promises to Indians. On the Navaho Reservation,

for example, as late as 1953, nearly half of the 28,000 Navaho children

between the ages of six and eighteen had no place to go to school. By

the end of 1954 schools had been provided for 8,000 more. Considerably

more than half of the Navaho people still could not read or write in

any language, even their native Navaho. This, added to a low health

standard, their poverty, and their inexperience in dealing with non-
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Indiaa people, makes them exceedingly reluctant to lose federal pro-

tection. While many other tribes are ready for independence, and

many individual Indians live, of course, like ordinary citizens, several

tribes, like the Navahos, are unready to make the break.

Nevertheless, the temper of the present Congress is very definitely

to make all possible speed toward termination of government wardship

as hastening ultimate integration into American life. At present, some

bills, dealing with individual tribes, have already passed; others are

pending.

Insofar as it is possible to determine Indian opinion, it would seem

that by and large many Indian people oppose the present trend. As

much as anything else they resent the frequent and radical changes in

policy which have been imposed on them. For example, in 1934 the

administration’s policy was to help Indian tribes to realize some kind

of self-government and group integrity. To this end, the Reorganization

Act of 1934 was passed, encouraging Indian groups to organize them-

selves with a governing council and tribal officers. In the past twenty

years, a number of tribes have succeeded in setting up more or less

effective governmental units. Now in 1955 their continuance seems to

be threatened by the new legislation, which would move toward relat-

ing Indian people to municipal, county, and state governments of the

areas in which they are living. Indian people who have just accustomed

themselves to their own tribal government and who are just now learn-

ing to participate in such a government are bewildered by the sudden

clamor to change their relationship. Many of them feel that if they are

forced into a direct relationship with county and state governments

they will be a passive and inarticulate group because they have not yet

learned to manage their affairs and express themselves in the brief time

they have been conducting their tribal government.

Then, too, when Indian groups begin to utilize municipal, county,

or state services provided for non-Indian citizens, it will mean that they

will have to share in the financial support for services they now receive

under treaty agreements. The Indians are exceedingly reluctant to take

this step, not because they are averse to sharing their responsibilities

as citizens, but rather because they feel they already paid for such

services when their forefathers relinquished rights to land, mineral,

water, and other resources. True, many of the original treaties have

since been abrogated by subsequent acts of Congress, but the Indians

nevertheless feel that they have a moral right to equivalent values.
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Indian people also resent the present trend toward termination be-

cause they do not feel they have been adequately consulted. Writing

in a Navaho-language periodical a member of the tribal council in-

dignantly asked, “Why don’t they ask us what we want?” And they

have a basic distrust of proposals affecting their welfare that come

from non-Indian sources. Long and bitter experience has taught them

to go slow on any proposed change; too often they end up the losers.

An only-too-typical example is the treaty, setting aside certain lands

for the Nez Perce people in Idaho, which was quickly renegotiated

after silver was discovered, cutting off the valuable slice of land.

Indians of the less favored tribes would prefer to wait until their

people are ready to stand on their own feet and would like to count

on continued help until that time is reached. To illustrate, on the

Navaho Reservation, the present federal administration is exerting

every possible effort to assure educational opportunities for youngsters

previously deprived of them. They are doing it by establishing dormi-

tories in off-reservation towns like Winslow, Flagstaff, and Snowflake

in Arizona; Richfield, Utah, and other places where Navaho children

can be boarded while attending local public schools. ( Some people are

fearful that separating young children from their families in this way

to send them to school may have a bad effect.
)
The large government

boarding schools for Indian children, such as Phoenix, Albuquerque,

Chilocco, Chemawa, Sherman, and Intermountain, are being expanded.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has also established thirty-seven so-called

“trailer schools” on the Navaho Reservation to reach isolated sections

where the scattered living of the Navaho prohibits the normal school

pattern. By the end of 1955, it is hoped that every Navaho child will

have a place in school. It may be that if the government continues to

provide and expand school facilities, in another generation illiteracy

will be brought to a low level.

2 . Off-reservation Migration

In the days of treaty-making, many tribes were decreasing in popu-

lation. It looked as though the Indian problem would solve itself either

through integration into non-Indian society or through natural decline

of Indian population. Later, however, the trend in Indian population

reversed itself, and it is now estimated that the Indian people are

increasing at a rate higher than the population as a whole.

This population increase is at the root of some of the most crucial
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problems in Indian life today. Land that was perhaps adequate origin-

ally can no longer support the people living on it. The Navaho tribe

numbered only about 20,000 back in the nineteenth century, but today

is approximately 75,000. The Pima Reservation in Arizona, while pro-

ductive, needs irrigation — yet most of the water has been diverted

to non-Indian farmers in the Southwest.

Because of the limited resources of most Indian reservations (al-

though there are some notable exceptions) the trend today is to en-

courage off-reservation migration. Ironically, perhaps. World War II

provided the first major boost in breaking through the wall of the

Indian’s resistance to change. Thousands of Indian American men and

women, after their army experience, settled in cities and towns, demand-

ing adequate employment and social acceptance. Many of the GI’s

urged their parents to send younger brothers and sisters to school, to

move themselves from isolated areas.

A few years ago, the United States Government set up placement

offices with the center in Denver, Colorado, to counsel with Indian

people about job opportunities in various places, to give occasional

subsidy to tide over the adjustment period, and to suggest or give job

training. This confronts many thousands of Indian people today with

the question: Shall they continue to stay on the reservation or shall

they leave their homelands and go to town or city in order to find a

better living for their families?

What seems like a relatively simple decision to us becomes more

difficult if it is remembered that the Indian has an extraordinarily deep

regard for the land of his fathers and for established ways of doing

things, contacts with family and friends, and the familiar atmosphere

of home. Too, the complexities of modern living can still stagger many
white people bom and brought up in a sophisticated society. How
much greater the confusion for those with little formal education who
have lived among their own people in a comparatively primitive cul-

ture! Consider the implications of social security, for instance — a system

set up on the basis that a man will keep the same name throughout

his life — upon a tribe whose members may adapt a new name several

times a year!

Adjustment is most difficult for the older people who have never

left the reservation and who may lack an education. To go out into

towns and cities for employment inevitably means taking unskilled
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jobs with accompanying low rates of pay and all the consequent limita-

tions of living; Indians often gravitate to slum areas because they can-

not afford to pay the rent required in better residential areas. Also,

Indian people moving to town are very likely to meet with discrimina-

tion and prejudice. Indian ministers have reported the humiliating

experience of applying for rooms in hotels only to be told there was

nothing available. Later, when they returned accompanied by non-

Indian ministers, rooms miraculously became empty.

Inexperience with the ways of non-Indian people is an obstacle. One

common complaint is that Indians do not arrive at work on time —
but the employer making that complaint may not realize that there are

Indian languages — the Dakota for instance — that do not even have

a word for time. Indian lack of thrift seems almost immoral to most

of us bred in the contemporary view that one’s status is measured by

one’s material possessions. Yet in a number of Indian groups, status

was traditionally measured by the amount a person can afford to give

away, and to horde money for oneself is unthinkable.

Probably one of the biggest sources of conflict between Indian and

non-Indian is the latter’s tendency to judge the other’s progress by the

degree to which he has adapted himself to non-Indian ways. The Indians

naturally resent the bland assumption of superiority, especially when
they feel that certain elements in their own culture merit recognition

and respect. They hope for the day when “acculturation” will become

a two-way street.

3. Leadership

A major problem still on the Indian reservation and elsewhere is the

absence of leadership. When an engineer or a lawyer or a dentist or

doctor — or a church leader — is wanted, too often the group has to go

outside the tribe for it. This is partly due to inadequate school facilities,

partly to the poverty of many Indian people, partly to inherited hostility

toward the white man and his way of life — including institutions of

learning — and partly perhaps to unreadiness to accept the self-denial

and self-discipline necessary for long periods of professional training.

The solution lies in better school facilities, in programs of adult edu-

cation, in generous scholarship funds, and also in the education of

college and seminary faculties so that they will understand the cultural

background from which many Indian students come and be prepared

to assist them in the difficult adjustments to non-Indian life.
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4. Religion

A study made in 1949 of Protestant work among Indian Americans

seems to indicate that of the approximately 400,000 Indian American

people living in continental United States, at least half have been

reached by the Christian Church to the extent that they call themselves

Christian. A great many more than half have been exposed to Christian

teachings, such as weekday and vacation church school, although they

have not formally accepted them. Indications are that among most

Indian groups, the Indian religion no longer has a genuinely spiritual

significance. Non-Indian cultures have reached into the lives of Indian

people to such an extent that most Indians have lost the old religious

convictions and way of life, although many of them have not yet firmly

entered into the new.

It is a tribute to the discernment of Indian Americans that they have

been willing to accept Jesus Christ in spite of the fact that he has been

presented to them by a society that all too often acts in very unchristian

ways. They see the wide disparity between the beliefs and teachings

of Christianity and the practice of nominally Christian non-Indian

people. Through all their bitter history, the Indian people have still

had the vision and the tolerance to see the inescapable truth of Chris-

tianity and adopt Jesus Christ as their own to perhaps a surprisingly

large degree.

PERSONAL DEVOTIONS (for home use)

If you have ever visited an Indian reservation, you will recall an

impression of day-to-day enjoyment, even in the midst of poverty and

disease. Enter a simple, dirt-floored, windowless Navaho hogan and

you sense a kind of contentment compounded of pleasure in the task

at hand, of love of the family group, and of being in the center of

familiar and satisfying processes — herding sheep, making rugs, or fry-

ing Navaho bread — in the midst of almost complete absence of material

goods. This is a feeling hard to find any more in our non-Indian society.

In our frantic haste to acquire substance, many of us have lost the very

essence of security which Indian people, particularly the older ones on

the reservation, still have from following the familiar round of their

accustomed ways.

Let us ponder, in our meditations, what we may learn from the

Indian American in joyous acceptance of what fife has to offer.

Suggested Scripture: Philippians 4: 1-13.
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THIS YOU DO TOGETHER (the circle meeting program)

I. Advance Planning

Ask three women to read sections of Within Two Worlds: chapter 3

(Economic Rehabilitation: On the Reservation); chapter 4 (Economic

Rehabilitation: Off the Reservation); chapter 10 (Conclusion and A
Pronouncement on Indian Affairs by the National Council of Churches.

Each individual member is to watch papers and magazines for articles

about Indian affairs.

II. Worship — based on God's love and care for the individual

Open with Indian Version of Twenty-third Psalm in Chapter 9, The

Gift Is Rich. From Chapter 8, copy off to read in unison, beginning “In

beauty may I walk” from “A Prayer” and “Indian Christmas Carol.”

Leader reads “A Shepherd’s Psalm,” in Chapter 9, and offers prayer.

Close by repeating in unison Twenty-third Psalm, King James Version.

III. Conversation Hour

Talk is to center, briefly, on current events regarding the Indian as

gleaned from the press. Each member present will be expected to

report on some newspaper clipping or magazine article she has noted

recently in line with foregoing account of current problems relating to

Indian Americans.

IV. Main Feature of the Program

A symposium on the Indian American today. Each of four partici-

pants presents briefly one phase of the current situation, drawn from

Within Two Worlds. If one more presentation is desired, have fifth

participant report on and show the pictorial youth booklet, This Is the

Indian American.
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PART 4

jjh. THE INDIAN AMERICAN

Jlk AND CHRISTIANITY

THIS YOU READ AT HOME

Some time ago, the owner of a large flock of sheep in Arizona was

looking for a dependable shepherd and offered the job to Navaho

Alfred Miller. Alfred turned it down, saying that he already had a job.

“But this one is steady work with good pay,” he was told. “So is the

one I have,” replied Alfred.

The sheep man tried again. “You know how much store your people

set by sheep. You’ll be prominent among your own people — why you’ll

be a full-fledged shepherd of a great flock.” Alfred smiled quietly,

“But I already am.” The owner was mystified, for he knew of no one

by that name working for any of his competitors. “Well,” he asked,

“at least you can tell me the name of this big outfit you work for.”

“Why, yes,” said Alfred. “I am a shepherd for the Presbyterian Board

of National Missions.”

In the role of “missionary-shepherd,” Mr. Miller has ample company
in the over-all ministry to the Indians. The Presbyterian staff of Indian

mission workers includes 31 pastors, 1 Sunday school missionary, 1

chaplain, 22 evangelists, 5 community workers, 34 teachers and school

staff members, 24 doctors and nurses, and 24 others.

In a more literal sense than can be ascribed to most pastors, Alfred

Miller is a born shepherd to his flock. He and his wife were both brought

up in the rugged life of a Navaho child, caring for the family flocks.

The wide traveling required of them then was nothing compared to

to that which Alfred does nowadays as a Sunday school missionary.

Aboard a sure-footed pony, the only mode of transportation suited to

treks through rocky hills, washes, stretches of bare rock, and sandy

desert, Alfred covers around 8,000 miles a year. With Kayenta as his

base, he travels from hinterland to inter-hinterland, carrying the gospel

of Jesus Christ to his fellow tribesmen.
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Missionary pastorates elsewhere carry out an equally vigorous pro-

gram. A browsing hour through the Year Book of Prayer for Missions

uncovers some facts and facets of personality to go with the names.

On the Pima Reservation near Phoenix, Arizona, five Indian min-

isters — one with some seminary training — shepherd the flocks of five

churches, under the over-all direction of the Rev. Esau Joseph, pastor

of the Pima First Church at Sacaton, with its five “outposts,” as well

as general missionary. Weekday classes stemming from that church

program reach more than five hundred children. An elders’ association

meets periodically to shape general policy and program and make plans

for cottage prayer meetings, in which they take part.

An annual religious camp meeting with several hundred Indians in

attendance is a feature of the Papago Mission, which has four Indian

ministers working in scattered villages over the reservation. Camp
meetings, some with attendance of a thousand or more, are also

important in Pima, Navaho, and Dakota work.

In Oklahoma, long a center of Presbyterian mission activity, churches

serving Cherokee, Choctaw, and other Indians are becoming increas-

ingly interracial. They mark forward steps in the road toward the

all-inclusive church.

In the Great Plains area of Montana and South Dakota, forty Indian

churches with a membership of about 1,600 make up Dakota Presbytery.

An outstanding Indian leader in this neighborhood is the Rev. Lloyd

Redeagle of Wolf Point, Montana, who, besides serving as minister

there and at two other churches, serves as presbytery stated clerk and
was recently elected first Indian trustee of Huron College.

A Time of Transition

At scattered churches over the country, ministers in direct contact

with Indian groups are bringing into play whatever means can be

devised to serve a people passing through a critical time of transition:

1. Among the Makahs, a small Indian tribe on the Olympic Penin-

sula of the Northwest, Presbyterian minister Robert W. Baldwin is

carrying an active role in the shift from wardship to de-control. In this

small colony of fishermen and lumbermen, centered at Neah Bay,

Washington, word of impending termination hit with the force of an

emotional hurricane. Building on the confidence acquired over a period
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of time, Mr. Baldwin sat in on long councils with the Indian leaders,

some informal, some at the regular tribal meetings. He helped to

interpret the law and to try to think through with them what the change

would mean. Economic problems also entered in because shutdown

of work in the woods takes place periodically, and fishing as a liveli-

hood is precarious at best. The church’s role in this case serves almost

as a “pilot project” to show what active Christian concern can do to

ease a local situation.

2. At Poplar, Montana, the Presbyterian minister of a small Indian

church is hard put to cope with the side effects of a local oil-boom.

Oil discoveries on tribal land have put money in the pockets of indi-

vidual Indians and brought about fantastic expenditures, usually for

(a) liquor or (b) high priced cars — a potent combination spelling

accidents and teen trouble. As long as the Indians were poor or on

relief, they were a community nonentity; now public opinion frowns

on their squandering of money that sensibly should go for school

clothing, proper food, and improved homes. The Rev. Kenneth A.

Lehman, pastor of the Indian church, has been encouraging local

organizations to join with the church in persuading the mayor to form

a committee on human relations to attack the problem from the com-

munity angle; he is attempting to counsel Indian church members from

the pulpit, through youth work and in private conferences; he has

initiated contacts with the local non-Indian church to get the two racial

groups working together and give them a chance to know each other.

None of this borders on the spectacular, but it is the kind of service the

church has to be prepared to give in a time of drastic change.

3. In Brigham City, Utah, another young minister is working val-

iantly to create a bridge between the big Indian school there and a

local church life. At the Intermountain School, some 2,400 young

Navahos are getting the chance, in a few short years, to absorb Ameri-

can schooling and the rudiments of American culture. The small Pres-

byterian church — only Protestant church in a Mormon-dominated

community — is in a prime position to round out the school religious

program, carried on interdenominationally. About 150 junior and senior

students ( the only classes allowed to participate in local church activ-

ities) come to church for youth activities, fellowship, recreation, and

worship. Church families are active in a local program of inviting

students into homes for a taste of ordinary American life. For those
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who go on to jobs in the “outside world” the church contact will prove

invaluable.

4. At Tacoma, Washington, the Church of the Indian Fellowship,

located next to the grounds of a big government tuberculosis hospital,

has a threefold mission. Indians from miles around — ordinary Ameri-

cans who work in nearby business or industry — make up the church

membership. Hospital patients are also predominantly Indian (or

Alaskan). The minister, the Rev. C. Walter Johnson, and staff of two

have regular days for visiting in the hospital; they arrange for Sunday

song services in the wards and underwrite a monthly news-and-

devotions bulletin called Golden Windows, edited by a semi-

ambulatory patient. Relatives and other visitors to the hospital also

come in touch with the active church program. Its ministry is both

“a very present help in trouble” and a roadside stop along the way

from Indian isolationism to full merging with American life.

Educational and Medical Missions

On the Presbyterian Indian map, clusters of dots, crosses, triangles,

and circles indicate the diversity of Presbyterian missions among Indian

groups — churches, Christian education programs, schools, and hos-

pitals. Some of the dots appear in surprising places, like the ones on

Long Island among the Shinnecock and Poospatuck Indians — relics

of the Church’s first pioneer work.

By far the greatest concentration of marks of all kinds occurs in

Arizona, which has the largest Indian population and some of the most

desperate economic and social conditions among Indian tribes. Here

are to be found the church’s remaining educational and medical mis-

sions. They, too, are geared to keep pace with changing conditions,

particularly those concerning the unrelenting health and schooling

needs of the Indian.

The Tucson Indian Training School has a long record behind it of

training young Indians for Christian leadership. Talk to any of the

faculty members on the campus and he, or she, will reel off to you the

names of forty or fifty Indian leaders who had their start at the seventy-

four-year-old seventh-to-twelfth grade training schools — names like

Esau Joseph, Roe B. Lewis, Joaquin Lopez, and many others. New
demands are forcing a new long look at “Escuela’s” major role in these
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times of change and stress. Present thinking takes into account the fact

that Tucson public schools, with their larger resources, have more to

offer educationally than the average mission school can readily achieve;

at the same time, the mission school has the advantages of Christian

influence and association with young people of similar background.

In the planning stage are such possibilities — if the problem of a $500

out-of-city student tuition can be licked — as making Tucson into a

combination school for lower grades and “boarding home” where more

advanced students can live while attending local high schools. Such

a plan would ease the abrupt shift from reservation to non-reservation

life while still helping to assure an education.

In Phoenix, Cook Christian Training School, Presbyterian in origin

and now interdenominational, takes on Presbyterian coloration from

the background of such men as President George Walker and faculty

member Roe B. Lewis, a specialist in rural church work. A Pima-Papago

Indian and graduate of the state teachers’ college, where he majored

in agriculture and minored in education, Mr. Lewis began his career

as agricultural extension worker on the reservation, with the aim of

helping his people achieve a better living. After seven years, he decided

that hope for their future lay in spiritual, not material, security, and

switched to the Christian ministry. Undaunted by obstacles, he packed

up wife and family and headed for San Francisco Seminary for the

full three-year course. After a charge on the Pima Reservation, he

joined the faculty of the Cook Training School (named for pioneer-

missionary Charles H. Cook), which carries on a streamlined program

training young Indian men and women for Christian work.

Dots, crosses, and clusters on the Indian map also tell the story of

the diversity of work on the Navaho Reservation, where 142 mission-

aries in all (including fifty-five at Ganado) are at work in jobs ranging

from lay evangelist to volunteer nurse or engineer at the great Ganado

Mission.

Isolation is the word for Navaholand — isolation and withdrawal from

the “undue influence” of American life. There is not a village or town

in all the reservation — just scattered clusters of hogans, with here and

there a trading post, or the few small centers around the government

schools. Many a Navaho lives the same life his father did before him,

tending sheep for a living, counting on the beautiful rugs his wife weaves

or handcrafted silver jewelry for part of his livelihood.
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As nurse-in-charge of the Fanny G. Childs Health Center, Ganado’s

outpost at Tselani, Virginia Boardman, a former health nurse in an

industrial section of New Jersey, has had a good chance to taste its isola-

tion. The tiny outstation, reactivated after the war, is set down miles

from nowhere in the midst of towering wind-carved rocks. For company,

Ginny has the people of the trading post across the way and the Indians

who come by. A doctor from Sage Memorial Hospital at Ganado holds

a weekly clinic at Tselani; Miss Boardman assists in the clinic and makes

home visits, averaging seventy calls for service a month. A “ham radio

operator from necessity,” Ginny communicates with Ganado, 35 miles

away, by radio, deriving from modern electronics company for her

lonely assignment.

As Miss Boardman is finding out, it is not easy to make a dent on

people who have lived in their own little world of two or three hogans,

to make them realize that they are part of a life that extends beyond the

rim of the next canyon or the horizon of the stretching plain. But even

on the Navaho Reservation, the impact of outside changes is making

itself felt. Atomic power developments have touched off a search for

uranium on the reservation, already bearing fruit. Off-reservation jobs

and schooling for many of the Navahos have created a two-way line of

communication with the outside world. On the reservation, the Tribal

Council has launched new and modem ways of earning a living — such

as lumbering or tourist trade. Sometimes the old and new blend in a

paradoxical way, as when an aggressively modem motel was dedicated

— with the traditional “blessingway” ceremony while a nearby radio was

blasting out the World Series game.

Grass-roots Endeavor

Like the government and its trailer-school project, the missionary to

the Navahos is learning to take his program to the people. The Rev.

Henry
J.
Reemtsma at Fort Defiance has a jeep which can take to the

open country in disregard of even the Navaho rut-like roads. The Rev.

Donald Mattson and the staff at Tuba City work up a weekly radio

program, “Church in Your Hogan,” which is broadcast from Flagstaff.

It implements their hogan visitation program. Mary Gillett, D.C.E. for

that mission, carries on a Christian education program in boarding

schools which may very well serve as a pattern for the kind of program

to be expanded in the trailer schools.

Navaho-bom Roger and Grace Davis at Indian Wells, Albert Bradley
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at Kayenta, James and Louise Draper at Chinle, Mr. and Mrs. Chester

Hubbard of the Ganado outpost of Cornfields, are putting into practice

a long-recognized basic for reaching the hogan Indians — knowing the

Navaho language and the Navaho mind, they can go right into the home

for talks about the gospel and the love of God.

The big Ganado Mission stands ready to adjust its program all along

the line. A new day school to be operated by the county going in across

the wash, forecasts a possible day when the mission will extend its

Christian education responsibility beyond Ganado students through re-

leased time classes at the new school. Hospital authorities report tre-

mendous strides in the physical care of Navaho Indians — new medical

techniques have drastically cut down on the time any one patient is

required to spend in the hospital, and regular clinics held in remote

spots reach many more Indians for preventive care. Some of the patients

who now have some cash income are ready and even eager to help pay

toward medical care. Training programs for nurses’ aides help build a

reservoir of women who understand medical practice.

The high school at Ganado is keyed to the needs of an on-coming

generation that may very likely end up living and working far away

from its near-primitive beginnings. Year after year, more Ganado gradu-

ates continue their studies beyond high school; many return to swell

the numbers in church or government service on the reservation. Out

of 291 high school graduates from May 1949 to 1954, sixty went on to

college, thirty went to commercial and trade schools, and sixty-five took

nurse’s training — a total of 155. The rest became nurse’s aides or took

other jobs, joined the armed forces, or married.

Education geared to present-day reality is not always easy when
realities are shifting. To the extent that young Navaho braves seek

“modem life” in terms of alcohol, fast cars, and peyote, gentle but effec-

tive guidance is needed to convey the basic values of Christianity.

Reading between the lines of the Year Book of Prayer, we find that

wherever the Presbyterian Church is at work among Indian Americans,

it is tuned to the needs of a changing world.

PERSONAL DEVOTIONS (for home use)

An Indian is responsible for an interpretation of the Nineteenth Psalm

printed in an issue of Indian Highways, published by Cook Christian
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Training School. To read it is to realize the mutual love of God which

brings all Christians together.

In the days of creation he sent forth the great sun shining

like the brightness on the face of a lover, and whose
strength warms all the world . .

.

Follow the way laid out by the Great Spirit of Wisdom
and it will bring you in peace and contentment to a fine

reward.

Wash my heart, O God, that the wicked things of earth

gain not a victory over me, for I would stand straight like

an arrow, looking up, and not bending down with any

wrong doing.

May my bps speak aright — may my heart think aright,

O Thou who are the strength of my life and the Saviour

of my soul.

Can you do as well with this and other psalms?

THIS YOU DO TOGETHER (the circle meeting program)

I. Advance Planning

Order a copy of the map and map talk, Presbyterian Missions to the

Indian American, or Sagebrush Surgeon. (The latter will be released

January 1, 1956.)

If. Worship — based on the poetic contribution of the Indian American

Open with reading Psalm 100. Continue with solo, group, or voice

readings of “Evening Meditation,” Chapter 9, The Gift Is Rich, “An

Early Morning Psalm,” same chapter, and others of your choice.

Lead into program with special prayer for missionaries working with

Indian Americans, listed in the Year Book of Prayer for Missions.

III. Main Feature of the Program

Two alternates are given. It is best to select one.

(1) Using the map, Presbyterian Missions to the Indian, with map
talk, have one member of the group tell fluently and interestingly about

various places where Presbyterians are at work. Add background infor-

mation as needed from American Paradox: The Indian American and

The Story of Ed and Med: Schools and Hospitals.
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( 2 )
From Sagebrush Surgeon, digest the fascinating story of Clarence

Salsbury, widely known former Presbyterian missionary at Ganado.

IV. Conversation Hour

On the Presbyterian Indian map, have each member pin the name

of some one missionary she knows of through articles in Outreach or

Presbyterian Life, a visit to a mission station, or missionary talk, or this

guide. (If Indian map is not used, put up any U. S. map and refer to

small Indian map in Year Book of Prayer for Missions
.

)
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PART 5

THE ROAD AHEAD

THIS YOU DO AT HOME -AND TOGETHER

For this, the last in our series of Convebsatxons on Indian Americans,

it will be well to devote the entire period to thought and discussion of

the questions below, which each member will have read at home in

advance.

Five areas of action are cited here. Choose five women in the circle

to take turns in leading a brief discussion around each of them. Bear

in mind that the idea is not just to have an interesting conversation but

to decide on the course of action your circle will take to follow up on its

explorations of the character and needs of the Indian American.

1. To Change Attitudes

A primary question might be: What can be done to change attitudes?

A few years ago, a group of churchmen from the Dakota Presbytery

sang before a National Missions group at the Minneapolis General

Assembly. A reporter, showing more news sense than familiarity,

lamented audibly that a photographer had not been invited. Obviously,

he figured that a group in feather headdresses and buckskins would

make a good picture. The Dakota churchmen, with their store-bought

clothes and wind-carved faces, must have come as a great surprise

to him.

Most of us are loathe to concede that our own concepts may in some

ways be just as outdated — but let’s at least think in terms of a little

missionary work among neighbors and friends.

If there is any Indian group nearby, either on a reservation or on the

job, why don’t you consider ways and means of inviting them into the

church fellowship, by individual invitation or for some special occasion?

Consult your pastor about ways in which unbiased and comprehen-

sive facts about Indians as persons may be circulated through the
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church membership. Explore the possibilities of arranging a church

showing of the National Missions Indian film. Day of Decision. Or use

the Friendship Press filmstrip, Strangers in Their Own Land, about an

Indian family’s move to Rapid City.

One of the targets of the present Bureau of Indian Affairs is aimed at

the “encouragement of Indian arts and industry and ever-widening

marketing channels for Indian products,” and we have seen, from

The Gift Is Rich, how great the contribution of Indian culture is. Give

thought to ways by which your group might help promote use of

Indian crafts. For instance, a booth at the church bazaar could feature

baskets for flower holders, pottery jars for lamp bases or flower vases.

How about exploring local outlets for Indian products? The rug buyer

of a large New York department store has built up a volume business

in Indian rugs by suggesting ways in which they can be adapted for

contemporary use.

Are there any individual ways of service? In one church situated near

a reservation, a retired industrialist who is an excellent cabinetmaker

has designed and built indoor and outdoor bulletin boards for several

Indian churches there.

A work camp or week-end conference might be arranged as a mutual

project for Indian and non-Indian young people or adults. One adult

group from California traveled all the way to Indian Wells, Arizona, to

spend a month working with the Indian congregation to remodel an old

hospital into an attractive church.

Try to think through at least five specific steps that could be taken

to broaden acquaintance with the Indian American. Then decide upon

at least one your group can do.

2. To Assure Church Welcome

The next obvious question for you to consider is: What can be done

within the local church to assure the Indian American a welcome place

in the family of Christian worshippers?

An article in The City Church, November, 1953, by Louisa R.

Shotwell, called “Indians Come to Town,” ends: “Today’s Indian chal-

lenge to the Church is twofold. For those Indians who choose to remain

on the reservation, the Church must teach and preach and help them

make the most of the resources at hand. For those who move into cities,

the city church has a unique opportunity to make the gospel it preaches
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a living reality for people to whom it has sent missionaries these many

years.

The article cites these specific suggestions gleaned by the Rev. David

Cory from his experience as pastor of a Brooklyn church: Develop a

church program that will offer an attractive alternative to the bar and

grill; find the natural leaders in the group and give them positions of

responsibility in the church; set up a close working relationship with

reservation missionaries, because there is often much moving back and

forth between city and reservation; encourage the Indians to take ad-

vantage of every opportunity for advanced vocational training so that

they may hold their own in a competitive urban society.

In cities or towns where Indian population is rapidly increasing,

churches and civic groups can combine forces to make the newcomers

feel at home — through community recreation or activity centers, job

help, and above all, the opportunity for church fellowship. In some

cities, the council of churches has taken the initiative in such projects.

But there is no reason why local church women can’t “do something

about it.”

You may, however, feel the need to do a little fact-finding before

embarking on any of these things. As a starter, you might appoint a

person or committee to call up city and government officials and other

sources for answers to certain basic questions, like: How many Indians

are there in our locality? Is there a relocation center nearby? What, if

anything, is being done to make the Indians welcome? In any case,

decide on one thing you can do.

3. To Help the General Situation

The third topic for follow-up is logically: What can we do to help the

general situation?

Church women will undoubtedly want to support wise, constructive

legislative and administrative measures in behalf of the Indian Ameri-

cans, lest a proud and valuable race be wiped out in overzealous efforts

to “free and equalize.” It is good to remember the words of one tribal

chairman: “We object to becoming extinct, legally or otherwise.”

If there is an office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in your locality,

a member might discuss with its representative the implications of

° Used by permission of the Department of the Urban Church, National Council
of Churches, publisher.
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federal legislation directly afleeting your area and report to the full

study group. Plans could be discussed with him as to how your church

could actively cooperate in his program.

Try to agree upon some one thing you can do, as interested citizens.

4. To Carry Out Mission Responsibility

The next urgent question for you to consider is: What more can be

done to carry out better our missionary responsibility?

The Rev. Esau Joseph of the Pima Reservation once said: “Education

has helped much. It has changed our outer lives. Rut it is the gospel that

the missionaries bring that touches the inner person and makes one

say ‘that’s the life I want.’
”

Not too long ago the Hopi chiefs in Arizona protested against a certain

city’s plans to include a sacred “bean dance” in a charity show. The

chiefs could not understand why they were expected to respect the

white men’s religion when they looked upon Hopi ceremonials as a

sort of a show.

The Indian American has a deep spiritual nature, as will be appre-

ciated from our selective reading from The Gift Is Rich. Our problem,

as Christians and concerned churchwomen, is to know by what means

this spiritual nature can be tapped for the making of convinced, sincere

believers in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Through your study you are now familiar with the missionary pro-

gram of the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. What more can you do to

support this program, or to widen the area of participation in it among

your church associates? Think through five ways in which you as a

circle can add to your missionary responsibility.

5. To Smash through the Dilemma

Through your circle study of the Presbyterian mission program, you

may have come across an apparent contradiction. Presbyterians, like all

Christians everywhere, speak primarily in terms of the all-inclusive

church, where all men who share the brotherhood of believers in Christ

worship together in one fellowship. The policy of the Church, stated by

the General Assembly and reaffirmed by the Hoard of National Missions

for all churches and institutions under its supervision, dictates a non-

segregated church. Yet you find churches and a school tabbed “Indian.”

Why?
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If you like a good debate — and most of us do — you might wish to end

with a good discussion of this “why.” To be sure, you will find no basis

of argument, nor does anyone else in the church as a whole, on the

basic point that worship of God is all-inclusive and permits no lines

to be drawn because of race or color or language background. The

discussion pivots solely on the point of why our practice falls far short

of our belief.

To indicate briefly just how thorny a practical problem this is, two

well-educated, well-integrated Indian Americans, both church leaders,

debated it recently at an interdenominational committee meeting.

Neither, with the welfare of their people uppermost in mind, could

come to an agreement. One thought that the segregated church ought

to be abolished immediately. The other seriously deplored any change

in church status of Indian Christians that would take them out of a

situation where they could stand on their own feet without fear of

domination by a more articulate majority. Even more than the Ameri-

can Negro, this person pointed out, is the Indian reluctant to push him-

self forward in a non-Indian group. In his own church he can serve

as elder, Sunday school teacher, and leader in the organizational group

— positions which would be lost in a larger fellowship. Even when he

moves off the reservation, the Indian is sometimes lost and bewildered

in an all-white church.

There are weighty pros and cons to both arguments. One seemingly

insurmountable barrier to integration is the purely physical fact that

some Indian churches are in communities where only Indians live.

On the other hand, let it be said firmly that there is not a single solely-

Indian church, school, or hospital any place where there is a possibility

of reaching non-Indians. Even in the heart of the Navaho Reservation,

at Chinle, missionary Joseph Gray reports that the non-Indian school

and trading community is beginning to realize that the mission message

goes beyond the camp Navaho to include everyone. Five non-Indians

— out of a total of twelve new members this fall — ventured to place

themselves upon the church roll. Integration is a two-way process.

Perhaps the wedge to smash through the dilemma is in finding ways

to remove the “fear of domination by a more articulate majority,” finding

ways to preserve the rich gifts non-Indians can share. Take time to talk

about it.

If you were — more important, if you are —in a community where the
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church fellowship is divided, how can you begin building bridges to

close the gap?

PERSONAL DEVOTIONS (for home use)

Give your home meditation period to private soul-searching, probing

whether your own attitudes are as all-embracing as they might be and

whether you are doing all that you can to carry out your mission respon-

sibility. Portions of the book of Job, chapter 38, chapter 42:1-10, or

Romans 12:1-17 may enrich your search. Pray that your heart may be

cleansed of any wrong feeling or “bland assumption of superiority” and

that you may seek and find opportunities to make the Indian your friend.

WORSHIP

Base the group worship on the final chapters of The Gift Is Rich,

pointing up the great spiritual wealth of the Indian American, a wealth

that makes the whole Church richer. See key paragraph on page 61,

beginning “The Indian was a man of prayer, a believer in his own in-

adequacy. .
.” For Scripture background read together I Corinthians

12:31-13. Use the RSV if at all possible.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following are recommended for use with these CONVERSATIONS,
and are available from the centers of the Presbyterian Distribution Service.

A complete listing of study books and collateral materials on the Indian

American for all ages is given in Tools for Missionary Education 1955-56,

Free.

Within Two Worlds, by David M. Cory. The basic study book for adults.

Cloth 2.00; paper 1.25

The Gift Is Rich, by E. Russell Carter. The contributions of Indian Amer-

icans to American culture. Cloth 2.00; paper 1.25

Sagebrush Surgeon, by Florence C. Means. Biography of Dr. Clarence G.

Salsbury, superintendent at Ganado Mission for many years. Ready

January 1, 1956. Cloth 2.50; paper 1.50

This Is the Indian American, by Louisa R. Shotwell. A pictorial presenta-

tion. Paper .50

Presbyterian Panorama, by Clifford Merrill Drury. Contains many per-

sonality sketches and stories of Presbyterian work with the Indians. Cloth

3.75. Your pastor or church library may have a copy. It may also be

borrowed from the Presbyterian Mission Library, 156 Fifth Avenue,

New York 10, N. Y.

American Paradox: The Indian American. Covers all phases of Presbyterian

mission work. Includes photographs and map. .20

The Story of Ed and Med: Schools and Hospitals. National Missions

work supported by women’s organizations. With photos and cartoons. .20

Presbyterian Missions to the Indian. Map. Two-color, 40 x 30 inches.

With map talk. .35. Also in 8)2 x 11 inch size. Single copy. Free; per

dozen .25

Picture Sheets on Ganado Mission, Sage Memorial Hospital, and

Tucson Indian Training School. 8J2 x 11 inches, each contains 5-6

photographs. Mixed or the same sheet, 3 for .10

Day of Decision: The motion picture showing Presbyterian mission work

in Arizona. 44 minutes. Sound. Color. Rental 12.00, postage and in-

surance additional.

Strangers In Their Own Land. Filmstrip, in color, on Indian Americans,

with script. Purchase price 5.00. Rental 1.50.
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